In such cases the efficiency with which information is exchanged between these devices and primary (e.g. core) storage determines the system1s maximum throughput or work-rate. Secondary storage units such as magnetic drums, disks, bubble memories, and tapes (whether singly or within libraries) have the characteristic feature that the total service time of a (read or write) request depends on the location addressed by the request previously served. Of course, it is precisely this property that specifies the manner in which these devices fail to be random-access, as are primary storage devices.
Our purpose in this paper is to present and analyze a mathematical model that wi 11 explicitly take into account the above characteristic of non-random access devices.
Since the difficulty arises mainly from the unpredictable arrivals of requests, ~t is natural that a stochastic model is required for a realistic presentation of the salient features of these systems.
A specific goal will be to provide a FIFO (First-In-First-Out service)
queueing analysis of secondary storage devices sufficiently general to embrace the detailed structure of a large majority of existing systems.
The parameters of the mathematical model will incluse a stationary, discrete probability distribution describing the patterns by which requests address -information on secondary storage devices (successive addresses are allowed ..
as well to form a first order Markov chain). Such patterns normally influence system performance, and they are determined by the mechanism which allocates specific storage locations to records (units of information). Thus, in the calculation of conventional performance measures we shall also briefly consider Technion -Computer Science Department -Tehnical Report CS0087 -1976 -2 the essentially combinatorial problem of determining the influence of different record allocations.
The next two sections present a general model and its analysis. The remainder of the paper specializes the results to certain common secondary storage devices and discusses alternative computational methods.
THE MATHEMATICAL 'MODEL o
The devices discussed in the previous section will be modeled as a single-server facility as illustrated in Fig. 1 . Incoming requests are immediately inducted into service when the facility is idle. Arrivals at a busy facility enqueue for service, and there is no limit to the number of such requests that may wait at any given time. All service period con tain an initial period of set-up delay, possibly of zero length. The selection from the queue for service, at the termination of a service period, is done without prior knowledge of the requested service times. During all of our analysis we consider selection procedures that provide service in the order of arrival (FIFO), but some of the results admit more general regimes.
Requests are of N types, simply called types 1 through N. The probability that an arriving request is of type j, given that the preceding one was of type is p.. , and is otherwise independent of the state of I j the system and its history. These lltransition probabilities" form a matrix P
..
with an invariant probability vector we denote p. ( In some situations we find it expedient to distinguish the service rendered to a request that starts a busy period (i .e. it finds upon arrival on idle system). Invariably, it is the 'Set-up tipte T •. that is affected, IJ o and its value under these circumstances will be denoted T... Associated -Computer Science Department -Tehnical Report CS0087 -1976 geneous in time and independent of the state of the system.
IJ

Technion
We shall be interested primarily in steady state behavior. We observe the system at the epochs of departure of requests. Since arrivals and departures happen singly, the distribution of the states of the system at these epochs is the same as at the arrival epochs, and also equal to the so-called "l ong term'l distribution. We let X denote the number of n requests in the system immediately following the departure of the n-th request, the one in service included. nn denotes the waiting time of the n-th request, which terminates at the beginning of the n-th set-up time. We let S be the random variable denoting general service time, F(o) the corresponding distribution, and £(0) its LST.
ANALYSIS OF THE MODEL
The major difference between the model we investigate here and standard queueing models is the dependence between successive services.
Depending on the type of device and its operating procedures, this relation ship may even extend "across" an intervening idle period. We begin with an analysis that is independent of the order of arrivals.
Then we proceed to evaluate the waiting times for a FIFO queue.
System capacity -As one usually finds in queueing systems, the highest input rate that the facility can sustain is given by A = l/E(S), where
.
This statement will not be proved explicitly here. We note the occurrence of the corresponding discontinuity point in numerical calculations.
Queue length
We observe that (X,J; n = 1,2, ... ) where J is the n n n type of the n-th departing request, is an aperiodic, irreducible and, for low enough input rates, recurrent Markov chain (MC). We proceed first to evaluate the probability generating function (pgf) of the steady state distribution of the number in system. This will turn out to entail most of the complexity of the analysis that we require.
We define for l~ ~N, x~O
I n n n-+oo where, as usual, the vertical bar is to be read as II g iven that.
•. 11, and
I x=O I
The dynamics of our MC are embodied in the matrix P and the relation -
where Un is 0 when X = 0 and is 1 otherwise, and where Y + is n n l the number of arrivals during the service of the (n+l)-st request. We proceed in a st~ndard way to obt~in directly from (4) Technion -Computer Science Department -Tehnical Report CS0087 -1976
J n n+ n+ n n n r=l r,J = i)}
The distribution of Y + is now derived. It obviously depenqs on n l the duration of service of the (n+l)-st request. As mentioned above, we distinguish between a departure followed by an idle period (with a sub sequent service distributed according to F o .. (0», and a departure for 
n+ n n n+ xl
IJ
5=0
We substitute (6) and (7) 
at all points ~, I~I ~ I, which are solutions of
Technion -Computer Science Department -Tehnical Report CS0087 -1976 -8 Each of the equations in the system (13) is homogeneous, and thus (13) has to be supplemented by an equation that is inhomogeneous. Equation (12) does not give this directly, and we obtain it by noting that if ~ is the probability an incoming request finds an emtpy system, then balance equations yield
(15)
Equations (15) and (16) can now be combined to yield the necessary addendum to (13) ~~.p.
An alternative method to compute the ~. is given in Section 5.
I
We present here an important result concerning those points at which IA(z)1 vanishes.
Theorem I
The determinant of A(z) vanishes at z=1 and at precisely N-I points that satisfy Izi < I.
Proof. The first claim is immediate ~y substitution and using pP = p.
The second claim can be proved as follows:
Let a j (z) denote the N eigenvalues of the matrix L(a), Izi ~ I.
They need not necessarily be distinct, but in such a case we " per turb"
the matrix P to separate them and invoke continuity arguments to assure that the number of roots of (14) stays the same. * In the sequel we assume * What is not necessarily preserved is the strict inequality I~I < I.
It may happen that a root ~ # I will have
.. and A = 0 we have IA{z) I = {z-l)zN-l, and thus it has one simple zero at z=l, and one of multiplicity N-l at z=O. When A increases continuously from zero to its operational value, the roots of the equat tion (14) (which consists of continuous functions only) also move continuously in the z-plane. Writing L •. as a power series in A,
we obtain IA(z) I as a polynomial in z of degree N, with a simple zero at z = 1 and a zero at z=O of multiplicity N-r-l (r < N-l). This is Jt-'-......,"'_ obtained by using O(A) as an approximation for the other roots. The
Levy-Desplanques theorem assures us that for Izl = 1, only z=l is a root of the determinant* since the roots departed continuously, they perforce are somewhere in the unit disk. We may expect then for small values of A to have very close together roots, which are are hard to separate and accurately evaluate. The method described in Section 5
is superior in such circumstances.
To obtain the expected number in system e.(l ~i ~N), we dif I ferentiate (11) at z=1. He obtain the set of relations after some cancellations:
where the following derivatives are all with respect to z, and evaluated 1 a t z= 1:
B, = -B 1 (z) and B 2 = t BII(z). The values of these quantities, in terms of the model parameters are given in the appendix. The overall N mean queue size is then given by ~ p. e ..
• 1 I I
1=
We consider now the waiting time in a linear (FIFO) queue.
Let denote the waiting time of the n-th request. As in any single server 1inear queue,
except that here the requests types have to be incorporated in the 
IJ IJ -sx n n -sx
Us ing the dependence st ructure of Tl and S we obtain from n n Eq. (20), wi th some man i pu 1at ion 5 ,
Taking the limit . n~, and assuming stationarity, as before, (22) goes over to Qr~~:ll~~_Q~yl£~~ -We consider a drum that comprises N logical sectors.
The number of tracks is left unspecified. The time required for the i-th sector to pass under the read heads is a constant °.; thus the set-up 1 time, called rotational latency here, is given by
We assume that the physical motion of the drum is the only element that creates delays; i.e. electronic switching times are entirely neglected.
A similar device, with a slightly simpler distance structure, i~ magnetic bubble loop memory [M] . Our drum is midwaY,in terms of record structure, between a " pag ing drum" and a "fi le drum" [FB] .
In our discussion 20. • 1 I I i= 1 I 1=
for which the claimed invariance manifestly holds.
We shall show that this property is not retained when idle periods -intervene. We distinguish as in Section 3 between a set-up within a busy period (T) and one that follows an idle period (TO). From (36) we have
To compute E(TO) consider the following sequence of events, on which we condition our calculation. A request for sector j is completed (and IIdeparts"); no other request is qu-.ued for servi ce; a request for sector arrives and finds the head over sector M, at a distance D from its termination. Thus (40) is maintained then as well.
2. Although we did not address ourselves to the problem of finding the optimal arrangement of the records on the drum (i.e. the relative placement of 0.), which minimizes E(TO) , this problem is of some theoretical inter~st.
I
We cl,igress here briefly to present a variation on the last model, where the nature of the problem is more evident.
In this variation all sectors have equal length, time is cliscrete, and arrivals may occur only at those evenly spaced epochs when an intersector boundary arrives at a read head. On this time scale, inter-arrival times are distributed geometrically, with a parameter which we denote by a;
this is the discrete analogue of the exponential distribution. E(T) is still given by (36), with no change, but when we come to evaluate E(TO) and examine (38), we see that D has no counterpart, because of the dis cretization of arrival times.
If the calculation of E(TO) is carried to conclusion, we obtain instead of (40) (37), (40) and (41), the p. do have considerable
The maximum traffic intensity that the drum can handle under this regime is immediately given by (37) The following will be in disk terminology.
It is customary to cons i der ,the set-up time in disks as composed of , :.~ two parts: Seek time, the durat i o~ requ ired for the arm to move between cylinders, and a rational latency similar to the drum.
* Obviously IA(I) I = 0, since Ep.=l; a single application of L'Hospital IS rule establishes that z = I is J a zero of the right-hand side of (47).
As we consider here a primitive request-queue management technique we also limit all explicit calculations concerning disks in two ways:
Rotational latency is eliminated by the method of reading, which is to transmit one whole track per request (the portion of the disk passing under a read head during one full revolution); the desired record is subsequently located in memory, and perhaps pieced to gether from two portions. The latter situation occurs when the requested record was under the read head when the seek terminated and transmission started.
In these devices (in contrast to the situation in scanning disks) the arm does not react lion the fl y" to changes of dest i nat i on, but rather maintains a "b usy" status until a desired seek is terminated and the arm is stopped; only then can a new seek be initiated. Comprehensive discussions of these delays can be found in [W] and [F] .
Although the set-up times T •• of bi-directional tapes conform I J with the above characterization, we exclude them from this discussion on both "practical" and analytical grounds. Firstly, rotational latency is of course absent here; also the tape system can usually handle changes of destination lion the fly" in a much simpler way than in a disk system.
(thus, FIFO is a less natural operating technique for tapes than it is for disks. Even there, however, low processor speeds may require a FIFO -regime). Analytically, we find the dependence structure between successive services even more involved than the model presented in Section 2: T •• I J depends on the boundary of record where its reading terminated, and this, in turn, involves the even earlier record. We note, though, that if the idle-period policy were of the type denoted by (a) in the following, one randomization on the identity of that preceding record is enough to pro perly define the necessary variables.
Unlike the drum, the behavior of the system when no requests are pending may have different modes. The more common ones are (in disk terminology)
a.
The arm remains in place, at the cylinder last used.
b.
The arm is directed to move to a predetermined II res t place 
where s is the length of the idle period. Since s is exponentially distributed, we immediately find 
. J .
The value of E(TO) does not influence the overall service capacity of the system. It is a factor in its response when not fully loaded. In fact, it becomes more important as the load becomes 1ighter.
Unlike the drum which is a constant speed system, we have here important acceleration and deceleration effects. An approximation that holds for a rather large subset of available disks is
where A Iisummari zes ll the effects of the changes of speed of mot Ion of the arm and B corresponds to movement in constant speed. (The approxim ation is not very good for short distances and quite acceptable when a sizeable portion of the disk radius has to be traversed.) This completes the specification, so that the procedures of Section 3 can be applied.
(Nothing comparable to Theorem 2 was found here, however.)
ALTERNATIVE PROCEDURE TO CALCULATE BOUNDARY PROBABILITIES
In this section we describe a general method to evaluate the boundary probabilities n. defined below equation (8) We call upon a familiar result: in a recurrent Markov chain, the invariant probability of a state (its steady-state probability) is equal to the inverse of its recurrence time [H, p.195] .
Consider then the embedded chain, formed of the fJ states (O,j) (n,i) to a state where X = n-l, will be to the state (n-l,j), will involve k services and terminate within x).
The interpretations of c(')and c (.) are obvious. G(·,·) is also called "down level-crossing" distribution.
We further define the matrices x
where p(v,t) is the probability of exactly v arrivals within t. 
which can be readily calculated.
Reference [N76] contains further results that are of interest,
and can be applied -mutatis mutandis -to our model. Expressions for mean queue lengths were derived, to be used as a check on equation 
DISCUSSION
We have shown in the preceding sections a method of analyzing system models that although they are simple to describe in queueing-theoretical terminology, they yet display features that render standard methods in- effective in tackling them. The factor that particularly exacerbates the work is the dependence between successive services; put another way -the time required to service a set of requests depends on the way we order them. Rarely, if ever, will FIFO prove the most efficient -27 service ~thod, though we can very well imagine situations where its simplicity of implementation would outweigh other considerations.
In contrast with the foregoing analysis we mention a rather prevalent approach to the same situation which is often found in the literature (cf. [Wi] for a recent example). The approach we refer to consists of evaluating a distribution function for the duration required Technion -Computer Science Department -Tehnical Report CS0087 -1976 
